Bloom filters are space efficient data structures that support approximate membership queries. They are easily extensible but incur significant overheads when extended to support additional functionality, such as removals or counting. This paper shows that fingerprint-based hash tables offer a much better tradeoff between accuracy and space. We present TinyTable that supports set membership, removals, and multiplicity queries. TinyTable reduces the required memory by as much as 28% compared to Bloom filter-based variants for the set membership and by as much as 60% for counting and statistics. It is more compact than Bloom filters as long as the false positive ratio is less than 1%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Space efficient approximation algorithms extensively used to approximate set membership [29] , multi-set frequency [45] , state machines [9] , and functions [16] . Such algorithms are extensively used within the database and networking fields. Specifically, in networking applications such as accounting, monitoring, load balancing, routing, security policy enforcement, caching [7] , [9] , [11] , [16] , [19] , [21] , [25] , [26] , [29] , [30] , [52] , approximate aggregate queries, iceberg queries, and bifocal sampling [17] . Finally, similar structures are used in well known systems such as Google's BigTable [14] , Apache's Hadoop [42] , Facebook's (Apache) Casandra [41] , Squid (web proxy cache) [3] and Venti (archive system) [50] .
Bloom filters [8] are perhaps the simplest and most well-known example of such data structures. Bloom filters use a bit map and multiple hash functions to efficiently encode approximate set. To add an element to the set, we apply multiple hash functions to the element such that the result of each function serves as an index of a single bit that we set in the map. To test for membership, we return Positive if all corresponding bits are set and Negative otherwise. The error of Bloom filters is one-sided, they may experience false positives, but no false negatives. Applications often exploit this property. For example, web browsers often discourage users from visiting malicious sites. On one side, a complete The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Maurizio Tucci. list of all the malicious sites is too big for most devices, and on the other hand, having all browsers check the legitimacy of each site they access is too costly. The web browsers can store a Bloom filter that requires considerably less space than the complete list. The exact list of servers should only be accessed upon positive indications due to false positives. However, the majority of sites are not malicious and return negative indications with high probability. Thus, the list servers handle only a fraction of the site accesses while the web browsers store a reasonably sized Bloom filter.
Bloom filters only support static sets without removals, other popular variants of the problem include removals, multiplicity queries, and statistics. For example, TinyLFU [26] is a cache admission policy that approximately counts how many times each element was previously accessed. Indeed, many works naturally extend Bloom filters to these functionalities. For example, a Spectral Bloom filter (SBF) [17] replaces the bit map with variably sized counters to allow for approximate statistics. Unfortunately, while Bloom filters are near optimal, their natural extensions are space inefficient. Therefore, the literature also examines alternatives in the form of compact hash tables that efficiently store hash values (known as fingerprints) [10] , [11] , [38] . Most of these solutions require more space than (plain) Bloom filters but are more space efficient than natural Bloom filter extensions.
Contributions: Our work continues the research on compact hash tables and suggests a novel solution for approximate sets, multisets, statistics, and even arbitrary values. Our solution, nicknamed TinyTable, is the first compact hash table to support statistics. Unlike previous work, TinyTable can be more space efficient than (plain) Bloom filters when the false positive ratio is less than 1%. That is, we offer the most general functionality and are still competitive with the space overheads of (plain) Bloom filters.
For the case of set membership without removals and no counting, we show how to integrate TinyTable with TinySet [24] , a recent space-efficient construction for set membership problem. The combined algorithm further improves the space efficiency of TinySet at the expense of weakening its query processing time from O(1) deterministically to be O(1) with high probability. The updates of TinyTable offer a space/speed tradeoff where we need to slightly increase space to gain faster table operation. This tradeoff allows us to suggest multiple configurations that are each attractive for different applications. Queries are very fast regardless of the update speed.
We also show that TinyTable lends itself easily to distributed settings. In these environments, different entities collect their statistics independently each in its own TinyTable instance. We send the TinyTables to one or more controllers that need to merge the incoming TinyTables into a single unified TinyTable. To that end, we present a linear time algorithm for merging TinyTables, indicating that TinyTables can be merged efficiently and that TinyTable is well suited for distributed information collection.
Our work includes a rigorous analysis of TinyTable's properties, as well as a new error definition for multiplicity queries. We further prove that TinyTable can approximate additional metrics such as the distributions' entropy and the number of distinct items which are useful within the context of network monitoring. Finally, we open sourced TinyTable's code to benefit the research community [4] .
A. NEW CONTRIBUTIONS
A preliminary version of this work was published in [23] , and as (non peer reviewed) technical report [22] . Compared to the previously published versions, we improved the introduction and presentation. We added Section IV-D that shows how TinyTables can be efficiently merged in distributed settings, and Section IV-E that exposes additional TinyTable applications such as estimating the distribution's entropy and the number of distinct elements. We also extended TinyTable's theoretical analysis. Specifically, we added Theorem 5 that shows that the average complexity of TinyTable is constant with high probability, and Corollary 6 that shows its worst-case complexity is logarithmic with high probability. We also added Section VII that introduces and evaluates a construction that further optimizes TinyTable towards approximate set membership without removals. We show that the unified construction is even more space efficient than TinyTable ( Figure 11 ) and that it provides very low false positives when the number of items is less than the expected load ( Figure 12 ). Section II surveys the related work,  while Section III provides the necessary background to understand TinyTable's indexing technique which we build upon a  previous suggestion. Section IV describes TinyTable, while  Section V analyzes its key properties. Section VI evaluates  TinyTable on real traces, while Section VII introduces a new  algorithm that combines TinyTable with TinySet, and briefly  evaluate it . Section VIII concludes this paper.
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II. RELATED WORK
We now survey related work according to the flavor of the work: Bloom filter based extensions are found in II-A while Section II-B shows hash table based approaches.
A. BLOOM FILTER EXTENSIONS
In general, Bloom filter extensions seek to extend (plain) Bloom filters [8] with additional functionality that they lack at the cost of extra space overheads. For example, Counting Bloom filters (CBF) [29] replace each Bloom filter bit with a counter to support removals. Once an element is added, multiple hash functions are applied, and the corresponding counters are incremented. Similarly, when the element is removed, the counters are decremented. A query says that an element is in the set if all its counters are larger than zero. However, replacing each Bloom filter bit with a counter drastically increases the space complexity.
Therefore, some works seek to optimize the space complexity through more efficient counter encoding [17] , [43] , through a multi-level hierarchy of counters [30] , or by encoding B h sets in the counters [30] . Regardless of the particular suggestion, this approach always increase the required space compared to Bloom filters. However, the lower bounds are the same regardless of the functionality.
B. COMPACT HASH TABLES
Hash table based approaches are about an efficient encoding of fingerprints. Specifically, if we have a perfect hash function then we can encode all the items within an array where each cell contains a fingerprint of the encoded item. Such a construction is space optimal but is infeasible in practice as calculating perfect hash functions is expensive, and we assume that items can be added and removed from the set.
In practice, without access to perfect hashing compact hash tables experience collisions. One of the key differences between solutions is the way that such collisions are handled. Specifically, standard techniques such as using a linked list to store all the fingerprints in a single location are not pragmatic due to the space overhead of the linked lists.
d-left hashing [11] uses fixed sized locations for fingerprints, and employs a balanced allocation approach where fingerprints are placed in the least loaded location. Alternatively, Cuckoo filter [28] leverages the power of two choices to dynamically create a perfect hash function by moving colliding fingerprints to new locations. Morton filters [12] further optimize the throughput of Cuckoo filters without significantly impacting their space efficiency. Rank indexed hashing [38] offers a different approach. It partitions the table into buckets that contain multiple fingerprints and dynamically extends buckets that run out of space. The bucket extensions are allocated in advance, and statistical multiplexing ensures there are enough bucket extensions with a high probability. TinySet [24] follows a similar structure but reduces the size of stored fingerprints if a bucket runs out of space. TinySet supports set membership without removals.
Most similar to our work is the Counting Quotient Filter (CQF) that follows a very similar design to TinyTable, and was published after TinyTable. The two constructions vary in their counter representation: CQF's encoding requires one less bit per element than TinyTable (with the counter optimization) when the frequency of elements is at most two. Yet, for more frequent elements, under most fingerprint sizes TinyTable would be more efficient. This is because in those situations CQF stores each fingerprint twice plus a variable size counter. Hence, deciding which of the two is more space efficient in practice depends on the item's distribution and the fingerprint sizes. Table 1 compares key features of existing works as well as for TinyTable.
III. PRELIMINARIES
Our work utilizes TinySet's very efficient bucket indexing technique. For completeness, we now briefly introduce the technique. The full description appears in [24] .
The hash function: H : X → B × L × R determines the bucket number (B), the chain within the bucket (L), and the fingerprint (R). In principle, to find an item in the table, we access the appropriate bucket and chain, and then compare the item's fingerprint against all the fingerprints in that chain.
We maintain the fingerprints always ordered according to chains. The Index bit array that has a single bit per chain indicating if that chain is empty, and the isLast has a single bit per fingerprint indicating if that fingerprint is last in its chain. An example of this encoding appears in Figure 1 .
A. ADD OPERATION
In order to add an item to the table, we first hash the item and obtain: B × L × R = (i, j, F). We then access bucket i and chain j. If the chain is empty (an unset bit), we mark it as not empty and note that the added item is going to be last in its chain. Then, we count how many nonempty chains exist before chain j and scan the isLast bits until we discover the end offset of the last of these chains (O j ). We update the isLast array by shifting all bits after O j 'th one bit to the right. [24] . The bucket content is encoded with two fixed-size arrays, Index and islast. In this example, the Index size is 8 bits, so the bucket encodes a hash table with eight chains. The isLast array is 6 bits, so the bucket is allocated six items. An unset bit in the Index means an empty chain and a set bit indicates a non-empty chain. Here, bits 0, 2, 4 and 6 are, so their corresponding chains are nonempty. Also, items in the buckets are stored according to chains, one non-empty chain after another. The isLast bits indicate if an item is last in its chain. In this example, chain 0 has A, chain 2 has B and C , chain 4 has D, and chain 6 has E .
If the added item is last in its chain, we set the O j 'th bit. Next, we update the fingerprint array to match the Index array. That is, we shift the fingerprints right from the O j 'th position. The shifting frees the O j th position to store F.
B. QUERY
To search for an item, we first hash it and obtain: B × L × R = (i, j, F). We then access bucket i and chain j. If the chain is empty, we return false. Otherwise, we perform rank(Index, j) = X to count how many non-empty chains exist before the j th chain. We implement the rank operation by combining a bitwise AND instruction with a 'popcount' instruction that counts the number of set bits in a 64-bit number. The 'popcount' instruction is part of the x86 architecture as well as modern 64-bit processors [1] , [2] .
The second step is to count the isLast bit array for X last in their chain; chain j begins after the j'th set bit. We continue to scan the isLast array until we find an additional last bit; this is the last offset of chain j. The next step is to test the fingerprint array at the offsets that correspond to chain j and search for fingerprint F. If we find F in any of these offsets, then the item is stored in the table.
C. REMOVE OPERATION
For the remove operation, we first find the item using a query operation. We first shift all items to the right of the removed item one place to the left. We also left shift the isLast array to ''erase'' the bit of the removed item. If the removed item is last, there are two cases: If there are more items in the chain then we set the isLast bit of the previous item. Otherwise, we clear the corresponding bit in the Index array to indicate that the removed item's chain is empty.
D. COUNTING ITEMS IN BUCKET
We can count how many items exist in a bucket in the following manner. First, we count how many set bits there are in the Index array. The number of set bits indicates the number of nonempty chains. Then, if that number is k, we discover the offset of the O j 'th set bit in the isLast array, the offset of that bit indicates the number of items. Given a bit count instruction, this process can be significantly expedited as the first step is performed by the bit count instruction. Then, if there are i set bits, we can use a rank operation to count i bits at a time. We can continue with the expedited step until we counted all the items. In practice, this technique works very well as shown in Section VI since most nonempty chains contain a single item. Thus, after the first step, we are very close to the correct offset.
IV. TINYTABLE
Since fingerprints are assigned to buckets by hash functions, some of the buckets may run out of space and overflow. In that case, TinyTable dynamically resizes the overflowing bucket at the expense of its neighboring bucket. The resize operation may cause the neighboring bucket to overflow, and in that case, we repeat the process until the downsized bucket does not overflow.
Our presentation is ordered as follows: Section IV-A provides technical details on the algorithm to expand buckets. Section IV-B explains how to optimize TinyTable for approximate set membership with removals, while Section IV-C extends its indexing technique with the ability to associate fingerprints with variable length values (or counters). This extension optimizes TinyTable for approximate counting and allows it to provide general functionality.
A. TABLE CONSTRUCTION
We start with notations and definitions, our table is designed to encode N items, encoded into B buckets. Each bucket has L chains, and λ denotes the average chain length, that is: λ = N BL . The stored items are S-bit fingerprints.
The average chain length (λ) is N BL , as there are N items that are inserted to B buckets, and in each bucket, an item can be placed in L different chains. The false positive in TinyTable depends only on the average chain length (λ) and the fingerprint size (S) as shown in Section V-A.
Since there are B buckets and N items, on average N B items are placed in each bucket. TinyTable requires each bucket to be initially configured to store C > N B fingerprints, so there is always enough room to accommodate all items.
Example of the bucket expand operation. Initially, all buckets were sized to hold ten items. As the actual load fluctuates, they received an unbalanced amount of items (14, 8, 6) . Consider the case where Bucket 1 receives yet another item. The new number of items should be (15, 8, 6) . Thus, Bucket 1 expands into Bucket 2, which will expand into Bucket 3. Bucket 3 does not overflow, finishing the process. Since we shifted Bucket 2 and Bucket 3, we update the new AD counters to be (0,5,3).
α is a performance parameter measuring the amount of free space in the table. When α = 1, the table is full, while when α = 2, buckets contain twice the space that they need (on average). Increasing α yields faster operations but lesser space efficiency. The value of α should reflect the application's needs, and we require that α > 1 for correctness. The dependence of update complexity on α is analyzed in Section V-B. Query operations are hardly affected by α, as they boil down to sophisticated bitwise operations on the Index and isLast bit-arrays.
Cell: Due to the particular way in which TinyTable represents items and their associated counter values, we define a cell to be the amount of space required to store a single fingerprint in TinyTable. An item that appears only once consumes a single cell. An item that appears multiple times consumes multiple cells. The exact number depends on the specific encoding used, as explained below.
1) DYNAMIC BUCKET SIZE
We organize the table as two contiguous memory chunks. The first is used to store the Index and isLast arrays for all buckets and the second is used to store the fingerprints. We define the start of each bucket by the starting point of its Index array. When the starting point is known, we use the indexing technique to read or update the table.
In TinyTable, for one bucket to expand, the initial location of the next bucket should be shifted. We, therefore, use a single counter per bucket named Anchor Distance (AD). On each expand operation, we increment the anchor distance of the next bucket by one. Whenever we read the next bucket, we add the anchor distance to the initial bucket offset. The indexing technique and table operation remain the same.
An expand operation has to shift both the bit-arrays (Index and isLast) of the next bucket and its fingerprints one cell to the right and update the anchor. The anchor enables one bucket to expand at the expense of the neighboring bucket without changing offset calculations. Figure 2 provides an illustration and a detailed explanation of the expand operation. Note that we treat the bucket array as cyclic. Thus, when the last bucket expands, it does so at the expense of the first bucket.
2) HANDLING ANCHOR DISTANCE OVERFLOWS
Given the right offset, our indexing technique supports an efficient item counting operation. This operation enables FIGURE 3. Example of anchor recovery algorithm. Here, AD counters are allocated only a single bit, therefore when AD=1 the counter overflows, and we do not know where the bucket starts. To access Bucket 3, we first find the previous bucket whose offset we know (Bucket 1 in this example). We recover the correct AD by counting items from that location to the bucket we wish to access.
recovering from an overflowed AD counter, and thus we can size the AD counters intelligently to further minimize the overheads of TinyTable with a minimal performance impact.
We leverage on the observation that since α > 1, there is always a single bucket with AD = 0. Thus, there is always a bucket with a correct memory offset. By counting the number of items stored from that bucket to our desired bucket, we can calculate the correct offset and recover from the overflow. Figure 3 illustrates and explains the anchor recovery protocol when the AD counters contain only a single bit. Being able to recover from a counter overflow allows us to size them efficiently, minimizing the overheads of TinyTable as explained in Section VI-C.
B. SUPPORTING REMOVALS
When items are added to the table only a small number of times, it is inefficient to use counters. Instead, we can store multiple copies of the same fingerprint, and count how many times the fingerprint appears in the table. Interestingly, this simple suggestion means that TinyTable requires the same space for approximate set membership with removals, and without them.
Our approach differs from previous hash tables that used short counters to support removals. We now quantify the significance of this simple suggestion with an example. We consider buckets with λ = 0.625 and L = 64. That is each bucket has 64 chains and an average load of 40 fingerprints. This configuration is similar to the one used in [38] that also assigns a 2 bit counter to each fingerprint. We consider a false positive ratio of ≈ 1% which implies 6-bit fingerprints. Adding 2-bit counters increases the overall space consumption by ≈ 19%. Their solution is only inferior as we can only count to 4, whereas our suggestion allows counting until the table is full.
C. SUPPORTING STATISTICS -EFFICIENT COUNTER REPRESENTATION
When the goal is to represent a multiset, it is not efficient to store the same fingerprint multiple times in the same chain. E.g., if a single item appears a thousand times in the data, it is inefficient to store it a thousand times.
In this case, a more efficient solution is to add a counter to each item. Alas, adding the same sized counter to all fingerprints is wasteful, since items that appear just a few times FIGURE 4. A chain with six cells, unset bits indicate that the cell is a fingerprint and set bits means counter. The first item (A) is a fingerprint. It is associated with two counters (B, C ). The forth item, D is also a fingerprint that is associated with a single counter (E ). F is a fingerprint with no associated counters -it therefore has a value of 1.
still require long counters. 1 We, therefore, use the same cells for both fingerprints and counters. In particular, we divide the table cells into two types: Fingerprint Cells that store fingerprints and Counter Cells that store parts of counters. We extend each cell with a bit that indicates whether this cell is a fingerprint or a counter.
The association rule is simple, a chain always starts with a fingerprint and counters are associated with the fingerprint to their left. The existence of a fingerprint encodes a frequency of 1 without a counter. Hence, we do not waste counter space on items that appear only once. We add the first counter cell when the frequency is 2, and when that counter cell overflows we add another one. An example and an explanation of this technique appear in Figure 4 .
Our Java implementation [4] allocates counter cells as needed, i.e., adjusting the number of required cells to the current value of the counter. Accessing items with this optimization remains the same. That is, a membership query follows the same mechanism as detailed above for identifying the bucket and chain within the bucket. Inside the chain, the query procedure scans until it finds the corresponding fingerprint. Hence, since the first bit of each cell uniquely identifies a cell as either a fingerprint or a counter, the code for membership queries remains the same (but now the first bit of each fingerprint is always 0).
An estimation starts the same, yet when it finds the corresponding fingerprint, it continues to scan the chain until it finds the next fingerprint or the end of the chain. We compose the stored value from all the counter cells stored before the next fingerprint or before the end of the chain. The returned value is one plus the assembled counter value.
Increment and decrement operations act similarly. When a new cell is needed to represent a value, they add it. If we decrease a counter and one of the cells is no longer needed, we remove it. Note that when updating a counter, most times there is no counter overflow and therefore these operations do not result in actually adding items to the table.
D. DISTRIBUTED TINYTABLE
Merging multiple TinyTables enables for massive parallelization in table updates. Another use case for this operation mode is a distributed implementation where measurements are collected in several independent devices and is then merged by a controller to attain the global view.
Interestingly, TinyTables can be merged more flexibly than Bloom filters. That is, while Bloom filters have to be of the same configuration to be merged, TinyTables only need to have the same uncompressed fingerprints sizes, as defined below:
Definition: The uncompressed fingerprint size of a TinyTable is: S = log(B)+log(L)+S (for simplicity, assume that B and L are powers of two).
Theorem 1: Let T 1 , T 2 be TinyTables of the same uncompressed fingerprint size. Let U 1 and U 2 be two sets of updates that are summarized in T 1 and T 2 respectively. The tables can be merged into a TinyTable T 3 that has the same uncompressed fingerprint size and is identical to a TinyTable that was created by the set of updates comprising
Proof: We create uncompressed fingerprints by appending to the beginning of each stored fingerprint its chain and bucket id. By our assumption, this process yields uncompressed fingerprints of the same size. Next, we split each uncompressed fingerprint into: B 3 , L 3 , and S 3 , according to T 3 's configuration. We then add to T 3 all the fingerprints stored in T 1 and T 2 . By construction, this yields the same outcome as updating
Theorem 1 shows that TinyTables can be merged as long as the uncompressed fingerprints they encode are of the same length. It allows for each TinyTable to be sized independently for best efficiency. For example, we can merge T 1 with 128 buckets (B 1 = 128), 32 chains (L 1 = 32) and a fingerprint size of 10 (S 1 = 10) with T 2 having 1024 buckets, 64 chains and a fingerprint size of 6. This flexibility ensures that we can optimize the encoding of each instance. In contrast, to merge two Bloom filters both need to share the same configuration.
Efficient Implementation: A naïve implementation of the merge process, in which we first add all uncompressed fingerprints from T 1 and then add all uncompressed fingerprints from T 2 , could incur an unnecessarily large number of shifts. We can reduce the number of shifts by inserting uncompressed fingerprints of the same bucket in an order that is consistent with their final order inside the bucket. Figure 5 provides an illustrated example of this concept.
In other words, we need to insert uncompressed fingerprints according to the increasing order of the bucket ids in which they end up in the merged TinyTable and then within each bucket to insert them according to the increasing order of their respective chain ids. Since the uncompressed fingerprints of both TinyTables are ordered this way in any case, the above requires O(|T 1 | + |T 2 |) (linear) time similarly to the merge procedure in the famous Merge Sort algorithm [18] .
The only minor complication is due to that fact that the size of bucket identifiers in the merged TinyTable T 3 might be different than those of T 1 and T 2 . Hence, the iterative process maintains an ordered buffer B 1 for the items of T 1 that match the next bucket of T 3 and similarly an ordered buffer B 2 for the corresponding items of T 2 . These buffers are ordered according to the uncompressed fingerprint lexical order and are read in batches every time all items belonging to the buffer were already inserted into T 3 . Since in TinyTable items are only ordered by bucket and chain ids, and since fingerprint lengths might be different among T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 , when such a buffer is read one might need to sort it. Only fingerprints that were in the same chain in either T 1 or T 2 might be out of order. Given that TinyTable is configured to have a single item per chain in expectancy and that the average bucket size is a constant, the overhead of such sorting does not impact the asymptotical complexity of the entire merge process.
Given these buffers, we can compare their items: If the items of B 1 are from a smaller T 3 bucket than the items of B 2 , insert all items from B 1 to T 3 in the order they appear in B 1 and refill (and possibly sort) B 1 , and vice versa. Else, scan both B 1 and B 2 chain by chain and insert items according to their increasing chain id, breaking ties between the two buffers (if both have fingerprints in the same T 3 bucket and chain id) arbitrarily.
E. ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS
The work of [5] extends TinyTable to sliding windows and shows additional applications such as estimating the number of distinct elements in the stream and calculating the stream's VOLUME 7, 2019 entropy. These methods directly apply to TinyTable as well. We now survey these methods for completeness.
1) COUNTING THE NUMBER OF DISTINCT ELEMENTS
The number of distinct elements provides a useful indicator for network applications such as anomaly detection. For example, a source IP address that transmit traffic to many destination IP addresses is known as a super-spreader and is an important traffic pattern. Here, it is not enough that the source IP address delivers a lot of traffic. Rather, there has to be a large distinct number of destinations. Therefore, the number of distinct elements in a stream is a useful metric [6] , [15] , [20] , [27] , [31] - [33] .
In TinyTable, we can measure the number of stored items whose frequency is larger or equal to 1 and maintain it in a variable (Z ). Denote by D the real number of distinct items in the table, the work of [5] shows that Z provides the following guarantee: Pr D−Z ≥ 1 2 εD · log 2 δ ≤ δ. Further, the authors suggest an empirically better estimation with the same guarantee by using the following function on Z to generate the estimation. Recall that S is the uncompressed fingerprint size, S S + log (L) + log(B), then we can estimate the number of distinct items by:
Estimating the per-flow distribution's entropy is a useful security signal [39] , [48] . In a gist, sudden changes in the entropy can indicate an attack. The entropy of an N sized stream is defined as:
Thus, we can calculate an estimation for the entropy by iterating over the stored items in the TinyTable and calculating:
wheref i is the estimated frequency of flow i, and f i is its actual frequency. The results in [5] mean that we get the following guarantee: Pr H − H ≥ δ −1 ≤ δ.
V. ANALYSIS
Our analysis includes multiple subsections, each discussing a certain aspect of TinyTable.
A. SPACE
We start by discussing the space requirement of TinyTable. Theorem 2 determines how many bits are required per fingerprint to achieve a false positive ratio of ε. Next, Theorem 3 shows the overall memory requirement of TinyTable (including all overheads). Theorem 2: To achieve a false positive of ε, TinyTable requires each fingerprint to be: log λ ε bits long.
Proof: False positive ratios increase with the number of distinct fingerprints stored. Thus, we can assume that no item is added twice to TinyTable. Note that false positives can still cause two or more identical fingerprints in a chain.
With B buckets and N items, each bucket receives on average N B items. As items are assigned randomly to L different chains, each chain has λ = N BL items in expectation. The false positive probability, therefore, depends on the size of the stored fingerprints. In particular, if we allocate S bits per fingerprint, then the probability that two different items have identical fingerprints is 1 2 S . In a query, we compare an item's fingerprint to all fingerprints stored in the corresponding chain. That is, we compare it on average to λ different fingerprints, yielding a false positive ratio of λ 2 S . In other words, in order to achieve a false positive ratio of ε, we require that S = log λ ε . An important observation about this analysis is that the false positive ratio is independent of α. That is, the false positive ratio of TinyTable only depends on the fingerprint size (S) and the average chain length. The parameter α only affects the update complexity, as we show below. Next, we show that TinyTable is near optimal concerning space overheads.
Theorem 3: For each α > 1, there exists a TinyTable configuration that achieves a false positive ratio of while requiring at most: N (α) log 1 ε + 3 bits of space. Proof: Consider a configuration with λ = 1. By applying Theorem 2, each fingerprint requires: S = log 1 ε bits. Each fingerprint requires an additional isLast bit. Since λ = 1, we need an additional bit per fingerprint for the chain index. Finally, the overheads of the AD counters can be set to be at most one additional bit for each item. That is, TinyTable stores N (alpha) fingerprints and thus the space complexity of this configuration is as stated.
B. NUMBER OF SHIFTED FINGERPRINTS IN UPDATE OPERATIONS
We now study the number of shifted fingerprints in each update (add or remove) operation. Intuitively, when a bucket overflows it has an above average load. Then if we look at a series of consecutive buckets that overflow, then the union of all these buckets has an above average load. Therefore, the probability of overflows in multiple buckets decays which allows us to bind the probability of finding a free bucket.
Our analysis binds the number of shifted buckets per operation and uses that bound to determine the number of shifted fingerprints. Definition V-B lays the groundwork for this analysis by formally defining the number of buckets between two bucket indexes according to the cyclic order of the table.
Cyclic Distance: The cyclic distance between bucket j and bucket i is j − i if i < j and j−i + B otherwise.
The following definition enables us to logically merge an overflowing bucket with the bucket it overflowed into. It defines the logical size of the bucket overflowed into as 0, and adds that bucket size to the overflowing bucket. Our complexity bound is achieved by reasoning on the logical sizes of buckets. Intuitively, when the AD counter of a given bucket is positive, we say that the bucket is part of a larger ''logical bucket'' and so its logical size is 0. We define the logical size of buckets whose AD counter is 0 as their cyclic distance to the next bucket whose AD counter is 0. For example, in Figure 6 (a), Bucket 1 is of logical size 2 as its AD counter is 0. Since Bucket 3 is the next bucket with a zero AD counter, the logical size of Bucket 1 is 3 − 1 = 2. Figure 6 (b) describes the change in the structure following addition to Bucket 1. The addition causes Bucket 1 to further expand into Bucket 2, causing it to overflow and expand into Bucket 3 that does not overflow. In this case, the logical size of Bucket 1 is now 3, since the next bucket whose AD counter is 0 is now Bucket 1 (4 − 1 = 3). Buckets 2-3 now have positive AD counters, and their logical size is 0. Bucket 4 has a logical size of 1 because the next bucket (Bucket 1) has AD = 0.
Next, we observe that binding the number of shift operations is equivalent to binding the logical sizes of buckets. That is, if we operate on a bucket of logical size x then we shift at most x fingerprints. When the operation touches a bucket of logical size 0, we treat it as if it acted on the bucket that merged with said bucket, and look for the logical size of that bucket. To that end, we define a series of random variables, one per bucket, {X (n) i }. These variables reflect the traditional balls and bins experiment where n balls are randomly assigned into B bins. X (n) i here represents the number of balls in the i'th a bin, or in our context, the number of fingerprints in the i'th bucket.
Unfortunately, these variables are dependent on one another as the value of all variables except one, determines the value of the missing variable. Therefore, we use a process called Poassionization to formally handle this weak dependence. i is only n in expectation. We now quote Lemma 5.10 from [47] that derives analysis for the X i 's from analysis on the Poisson variables Y i 's.
Definition: Let {Y
[Lemma 5.10 in [47] ] Let f (X 1 , . . . , X n ) be a nonnegative function such that f X
To use the result, we suggest the following monotonically increasing in expectation, and nonnegative function.
SIZE X
. While it is clearly nonnegative, we intuitively explain why it is monotonically increasing by expectation. Observe that while additions may zero the value of multiple X (n) i . However, in that case the size of some other X (n) j is increased by the same total amount. Next, we upper bound the expectancy of SIZE() by analyzing the expectancy of LS. Observe that:
Unfortunately, we cannot directly bound these values for X (n) i or even for Y (n) i as we cannot estimate the probability that the AD counter of a bucket is 0. However, since for each k, we are looking at an intersection of probabilities, we can bound the expectation using only a single item of the intersection. In particular, we can estimate P(LS(X (n) i ) = 2) with the term P((X
We can now bound the expectation of LS that is by definition: E LS X
We require independent variables to use standard bounds, and thus we prove these bounds on the independent Y
function of the Poisson distribution which describes the probability for a Poisson variable with expectancy Z to be larger than W . We note that the above is true since a sum of Poisson variables is also a Poisson random variable (with matching expectancy). Equipped with a bound on E(LS), we continue to E(SIZE(Y 1 , . . . , Y N ))):
Activating the lemma, we get:
We showed an upper bound on the number of buckets that are affected on average per population as a function of the load. We now show how to translate this bound to an estimate of the operation complexity in terms of shifted cells.
For this, we require the following assumption: An operation that shifts cells, shifts on average half of the cells in the logical bucket. So, if 2E LS Y (n) 1 buckets are shifted, and each bucket is expected to have N /B items, we estimate the complexity in cells (fingerprints) to be: X
Next, we prove that for any given probability δ TinyTable performs updates in constant time, where the constant depands on performance parameter α (and on δ). To do so, we first require the following lemma.
Lemma 4 (Corollary 5.11, Page 103 of [47] ): Let E be an event whose probability is either monotonically increasing or decreasing with the number of balls. If E has probability p in the Poisson case, then E has probability at most 2p in the exact case.
Theorem 5: Let δ > 0 and α > 1 be constants. The update complexity of TinyTable is constant with probability 1 − δ.
Proof: If the operation is limited to a single bucket then its complexity is constant. Otherwise, it implies that there exist:
where X i is the number of fingerprints that were randomly assigned to bucket i. It is difficult to reason about the X i 's directly, so we bound the probability of such an event in the independent Poisson approximation. Thus, we get that:
We define S k = k i=0 Y i and given α > 1, we need to show that there exists k such that:
Doing so enables us to use Lemma 4 to conclude the proof.
We use Chernoof bounds to conclude that:
Thus, since α is constant, the only variable is E(S k ). However, E (S k ) = N B k and therefore:
We require a probability smaller than δ, that
Extracting k, we get that:
Note that B N < 1 and therefore we conclude that:
This expression does not depend on N and is therefore constant for every constant α and δ. We apply Lemma 4 and conclude that for 3 ln 2 δ (α − 1) −2 ≤ k, the number of buckets shifted in an update operation is at most k with probability δ as needed.
Corollary 6: With high probability, TinyTable updates are at most logarithmic in N for any constant α > 1.
Proof: This corollary is derived by selecting δ = 1 N in Theorem V-B. Thus we get that the number of affected buckets is at most: 3 ln (2N ) (α − 1) −2 = O(ln(N )). Note that every bucket has a constant size and thus the update complexity is at most logarithmic with high probability.
C. ACCURACY OF MULTISETS
We observe that in multisets, the same item may arrive many times but each item's fingerprint is randomly assigned to buckets. Thus, accuracy only dependents on the number of unique items which we denote by U .
Definition:
The fingerprint load factor is:
False positive measures the probability that we provide a positive indication for an item T / ∈ S due to hash collisions. It is also useful to reason about items whose fingerprints are encoded in TinyTable (T ∈ S), specifically we want to know how likely we are to decode their correct value. Thus, we introduce the following error definition.
Mapping Error: Denote MappingError (ME) the probability that TinyTable wrongly estimates a counter value whose real value is at least 1. That is: MappingError = P (ApproximateValue (T ) = RealValue (T ) |T ∈ S)
Our goal is to upper bound the mapping error, and we use the following simple probabilities to do so.
Definition: Let Z i be the random variable indicating if there are two identical fingerprints out of a set of i randomly generated fingerprints.
Clearly, P(Z 1 = 1) = 0S. P(Z 2 = 1) = 1 2 S (two identical S bit fingerprints). In general,
as it compliments the case where no two fingerprints are identical. While the exact probabilities we want to find include more cases, we overestimate the error by implicating the entire chain if there are two identical fingerprints in it. Since we work with very small chains (e.g.,λ = 1), this implication has little effect in practice.
Definition: Denote the number of fingerprints in chain i as the random variable W i .
Since fingerprints are randomly assigned to chains, W i ∼ Poission λ fp . We upper bound the mapping error with the simplifying assumption that all fingerprints in a chain collide when there are at least two colliding fingerprints. That is:
The following observation gives a simple bound for the mapping error.
Observation 7: The false positive ratio is always greater than the mapping error.
Proof: Each mapping error implies that there was a prior false positive during the process of adding items to TinyTable. Specifically, if two or more items share the same bucket, chain, and fingerprint then when one of these items was first added it experienced a false positive. Hence, the probability of a mapping error is bounded by the probability for such a false positive to occur, which is bounded by the false positive ratio.
D. REQUIRED SPACE
Note that we have tight bounds for the required space for encoding N different items, as we also require N fingerprints. However we can encode a single item (T ) whose value is V (T ) using considerably less than V (T ) table cells as we show below.
1) SPACE PER ITEM ANALYSIS
Definition: Denote Cost(T ) the number of table cells required to encode an item T with a value of V (T ).
Observe that we require Cost (T ) = 1 + log 2 S (V (T ) − 1) cells to encode an item T with a value V (T ) is.
If we use the suggested optimization, we can do slightly better for items that are first in their chain. That is, since the first cell in a chain always stores a fingerprint, we gain a single bit counter for first in their chains items. The cell cost for such items is therefore:
2) TOTAL SPACE ANALYSIS
For bounding the total number of cells required by TinyTable, similarly to [37] , we assume two parameters that characterize the data: U -the number of unique items that we also use to evaluate the false positive probability, and the average item value m. Denote l = log(m − 1) mod S, i.e., l is the number of extra bits allocated in the table for the average item beyond the minimum required to count to m − 1 (the fingerprint itself already represents the first occurrence of the item). We observe that the total number of cells in the table required to accommodate all items and their values is upper bounded by Cost(m) + 1 2 l · U . Intuitively, given that m is the average, the above bound holds since the portion of items requiring more than the extra allocated l bits can be at most 1 2 l . Any item requiring more than Cost(m) + 1 cells in the table implies that fewer items need Cost(m) + 1 cells, and these are canceling each other out.
VI. RESULTS
A. OVERVIEW
This section evaluates our Java implementation of TinyTable, as well as our analysis.
B. NUMBER OF SHIFTED FINGERPRINTS IN UPDATE OPERATIONS
The update complexity of TinyTable depends on how likely buckets are to overflow, and on the average numbers of buckets we expand per overflow. Figure 7(a) depicts the number of shifted items per update operations when varying the number of stored items (N ), when varying α. Observe, that α indeed dominates the number of shifted items in the ranges where TinyTable is attractive. In other ranges (α > 1.5), the number of items per bucket determines the complexity. This figure also plots our analytic complexity bound, which remains within a factor of two from the empirical complexity at all times. Figure 7 (b) exhibits the same experiment for a table with a capacity of 4 million items. This time, however, we test different bucket sizes. That is, we tested a table with 400k buckets of 10 cells, 200k buckets of 20 cells and 100k buckets of 40 cells. As shown, for lightly loaded tables, the bucket size impacts the update complexity. However, since we seek good space/accuracy tradeoff, lightly loaded configurations are not very interesting in our context. In dense configurations VOLUME 7, 2019 (α <≈ 1.15), the operation complexity is dominated by the table load rather than the bucket size.
The rest of the evaluation focuses on three configurations that are attractive for different settings, whose only difference is the parameter α. All configurations are expected to contain 40 items per bucket (N /B = 40) but differ in the number of allocated items per bucket (C), which determines α and controls their operation complexity.
The first configuration is attractive for read-intensive workloads. In this configuration, C = 41 and therefore α = 1.025. Counting Bloom filters with similar update complexity were found useful for some applications [43] , [44] . This configuration considerably improves their space efficiency and read performance, while keeping a similar update complexity.
In the second configuration, C = 44 and therefore α = 1.1. This configuration is good for general purpose applications as it offers a similar update speed compared to Bloom filters, with a significantly faster query speed. It is more space efficient than a Bloom filter, and also supports removal capability. It is therefore suggested in places where reasonable performance is required and space is a bottleneck. We believe this caters for the majority of Bloom filter applications.
In the last configuration, C = 48 and therefore α = 1.2. This configuration is significantly faster than the previous one but requires slightly more space. Its space consumption is still relatively low, and it is especially attractive for problems where the update performance is a bottleneck of the system. This configuration is also slightly smaller than Bloom filters for relatively low false positive ratios.
The complexity and operation speed of each configuration for various false positive ratios is summarized in Table 2 . We have generated tables from the three configurations as well as a table with large buckets that never overflow (marked as Independent Buckets). We use the latter as an indicator of the performance overheads of bucket expands. Moreover, it is the best case for rank indexed hashing.
We first fill each table with 1 million random items. Our evaluation considers N = 1M , that is a table with one million random items. We evaluate the throughput of performing (positive) queries, as well as update (add or remove) operations while maintaining a total of one million items in the table. Additionally, we also note the average number of cells, and X86 cache lines shifted by update operation. We compare our results to two baselines, (i) an open source Bloom filter, 2 and a table with independent buckets. We used an Intel i7@3.2GHZ CPU server for all measurements.
As shown in Table 2 , queries are fast in all configurations as they involve efficient bitwise operations. Add and remove operations are significantly slower, yet the α = 1.1 and α = 1.2 configurations are faster than the Bloom filter. As expected, the α = 1.025 configuration is very slow for add/remove operations. Its main benefit is extreme space efficiency with fast query time, as α has only a minor impact on queries. 4. The number of bits per element to achieve varying false positive ratios (with removals), in comparison to alternatives as well as to (plain) Bloom filters that do not support removals. Table 3 exhibits the relationship between the number of bits allocated to anchor distance counters and their overflow probability. Below, we always use 5 bits anchor counters for the α = 1.1 and α = 1.2 configurations, so the counter is sufficient with probability ≈ 99.86% in the 1.1 configuration and higher than 99.999% in the 1.2 configuration. The 1.025 configuration uses 12 bits anchor distance counters that are enough over 99.999% of the cases.
C. SIZING ANCHOR DISTANCE COUNTERS
In our experiments, the anchor recovery process is therefore an infrequent event. Even when the recovery process is initiated, the previous bucket whose anchor did not overflow is typically just the previous bucket, as over 99% of the anchors do not overflow in each of our configurations.
D. COUNTING BLOOM FILTER FUNCTIONALITY
To complete the picture of table load vs. speed tradeoff, we evaluate the space/accuracy tradeoff of the different TinyTable configurations. Figure 7 (c) compares the three configurations (α = 1.2, α = 1.1 and α = 1.025) with the theoretical lower bound [13] . As shown, TinyTable is fairly efficient compared to the lower bound. Further, TinyTable 1.025 has only a minor (≈ 2.5%) multiplicative factor from the lower bound. The distance from the lower bound ≈ 2.3 bits is mainly due to the indexing overheads (2 bits when α = 1).
Next, we compare the 1.2 and 1.1 configurations with state of art alternatives. 3 Figure 8 (a) evaluates the space/accuracy tradeoff of these alternatives compared to rank indexed hashing and d-left hashing, two hash table based solutions that are considered state of the art for the problem. We configure these constructions according to their corresponding authors' instructions. As can be observed, both TinyTable configurations are more space efficient than previously suggested constructions. Table 4 further compares TinyTable to a state of the art Bloom filter based CBF construction called variable increment CBF (VI-CBF) [51] and to a standard Bloom filter that does not support removals, but is considered very space efficient. As shown, the most efficient alternative for the range consumes 22 − 38% more space than TinyTable α = 1.1. Even (plain) Bloom filter that does not support removals 3 The third configuration (α = 1.025) is useful only when space is very tight and updates are extremely rare. consumes 2 − 13% more space that TinyTable. This is highly significant, since most Bloom filter based CBF variants consume considerably more space than a regular Bloom filter. Table 5 compares TinyTable to state of the art and the theoretical lower bound (for the case of perfect hashing). Notice that even TinyTable 1.2 offers a better space/accuracy tradeoff than the state of the art while keeping average add/remove complexity very low. For this range, it consumes 22 − 12% less space than rank indexed hashing. Further, TinyTable 1.025 is very close to the theoretical lower bound. While its additions and removals are slow, reading it is very efficient. Other constructions with similar limitations were suggested [43] , [44] . As these constructions consume more space than a plain Bloom filter, TinyTable 1.025 is significantly more space efficient than they are.
E. APPROXIMATE COUNTING FUNCTIONALITY
We compare TinyTable to two previously suggested space efficient approximate multiset algorithms. The first one is adaptive Bloom filter (a.k.a. ABF) [46] , which is considered very space efficient, but is very limited in its applicability since it does not support negative/variable updates and the number of hash functions required to read/update a value scales linearly with the value. The second is the well known spectral Bloom filter (a.k.a. SBF) [17] , which is a Bloom filter based construction with an efficient counter encoding that was shown to have applications in a wide variety of domains. We configure both according to their respective authors' instructions. Table 6 gives a high-level overview of key properties of the protocols. As shown, both TinyTable and spectral Bloom filters support variable increments and removals. The main advantage of TinyTable is the fact that it only requires a single hash function and it accesses memory in add/remove operations in a serial manner. Flow: Given a stream of data, a flow consists of all the occurrences of the same item within the stream.
Our first experiment is a short measurement of 1.25 Million continuous packets taken from [34] , consisting of 125k different flows, where we define flows as the usual five-tuple (source and destination IP/port, and the protocol field). Our goal is to count the number of packets in each flow. In this (and subsequent) measurements, we configured TinyTable for the more spacious 1.2 configuration. That is, we configured it according to our bound so that the table has at least 20% free space on average. We justify the use of the more spacious configuration since in reality there is often uncertainty about the actual load. This configuration can handle a slightly larger actual load than anticipated and remain within an acceptable performance envelope.
Figures 8(b) and 8(c) illustrate both the analytical and simulated behavior of TinyTable in comparison with ABF and SBF. As can be seen, our false positive analysis is accurate while the mapping error simplified analysis is indeed an upper bound. Further, TinyTable significantly outperforms both SBF and ABF in both false positive and mapping error. Table 7 summarizes the number of bits per flow required to achieve the desired false positive or mapping error ratio. To understand how effective our variable counter length optimization is, we also compared TinyTable to a fixed counter sized version of a 1.2 TinyTable called SimpleTable. This table does not use our variable counter length optimization. Instead, each fingerprint is attached a 21 bits counter to make sure that it can represent the maximal value that may appear in the workload. As can be observed, even SimpleTable consumes less space than an SBF, especially for low false positive/mapping error ratios. This reduction is although the SBF uses an efficient coding technique for its counters. The reason is that hash tables are inheritably more suitable for approximate counting.
Further, TinyTable achieves a better space/accuracy tradeoff than the alternatives. It is significantly better than Sim-pleTable, as it can associate counters to fingerprints on the fly. Unfortunately, since our design is constrained to use the same sized fingerprints and counter cells, the benefit is lesser for lower false positive ratios. Thus as we use the same cell for fingerprints and counters, for low false positive ratios, we use larger cells and allocate counters in a larger granularity, and the encoding is less efficient. Even at 0.01% false positive ratio, TinyTable consumes 40% less space than SimpleTable.
To complete the picture, notice that the mapping error for both SBF and TinyTable is significantly smaller than their false positive error. But this is not always the case. Particularly, since ABF uses the same bitmap for both containment and counting, the estimation of flows often indicates a value higher than the real stored value (a mapping error).
F. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN COUNTERS GROW?
Although TinyTable is quite efficient for small counter values, TinyTable fully supports variable increments and can therefore also efficiently count per-flow traffic. Table 8 summarizes the space/accuracy tradeoff offered by TinyTable 1.2 on various real life TCP packet traces. As shown, TinyTable is also efficient when the average flow is quite large. Further, TinyTable scales well with the false positive ratio. In particular, if we consider that just an explicit representation of an IPV4 flow (even without a counter) requires 128 bits, approximate representation is an attractive way to go.
VII. AN OPTIMIZATION FOR BLOOM FILTERS WITH NO REMOVALS
When there is no need to support removals, TinySet [24] provides a very efficient solution by dynamically adjusting the fingerprint sizes in each bucket according to the actual bucket load. Initially, the buckets store few fingerprints. Thus, they store long fingerprints and enjoy very low false positive ratio. As a bucket gets populated, its fingerprints are trimmed down to make room for the additional items. Hence, the load imbalance between the buckets limits TinySet's space efficiency. Under perfect load balancing, TinySet is two bits TABLE 7. Accuracy/space tradeoff (false positive/mapping error). Short measurement from [34] . from being optimal for (simple) set representation without removals.
Therefore, we can integrate TinyTable with TinySet and form a unified data structure that enjoys better space efficiency. In particular, the unified structure handles underflows like TinySet and overflows like TinyTable. That is, as long as the bucket is below its predetermined capacity, we use TinySet to utilize the space allocated to the bucket efficiently. Once the bucket exceeds its capacity, we resize it with TinyTable.
Recall that TinyTable's performance is affected by the α parameter. Hence, this integration enables TinyTable to be configured with α ≥ 1.1 while still enjoying excellent space to accuracy ratio.
In the other direction, this integration is also beneficial for TinySet when facing unbalanced workloads. In such workloads, the accuracy of a few buckets in Tiny-Set might drop below acceptable levels (even though the average accuracy would remain high). With the integration, it is possible to ensure a minimal level of accuracy for all buckets. Figure 9 demonstrates the opportunity in a unified construction. Bucket 1 and Bucket 2 are full and cannot be made more space efficient. Bucket 3 has free space that can store longer fingerprints offering improved accuracy.
To do so, we need to extend the way TinySet works slightly. At the heart of TinySet is the ability to read the Index and isLast arrays to determine how many elements are stored in the bucket. Knowing that number, TinySet can calculate the fingerprint size at each location. It does so by calculating the Size and Mod parameters as follows:
where BBS is the bucket bit size. The length of the first Mod fingerprints is Size+1 bits long and the rest of the fingerprints are of length Size. Figure 10 illustrates TinySet's operation; each bucket has eight chains, and the bucket has a total of thirty bits. The first eight bits are the fixed sized Index which corresponds to eight chains. We focus on the memory alignment of items; In Figure 10 (a) we store four items and allocate four bits to the isLast array, leaving five bits per fingerprints. Figure 10 (b) describes the outcome of the resize operation that happens after the insertion of item E. Since the number of items grew to 5, the isLast array now requires five bits, leaving a total of 19 bits for all fingerprints of the five items. To utilize all these bits, TinySet stores the first four fingerprints get four bits, and the fifth fingerprint gets three bits.
Notice that in TinyTable, we dynamically adjust the bucket bit size and therefore we need to calculate BBS. Denote AD i the anchor distance for bucket i. When considering Bucket i, if AD i+1 > 0, bucket i has overflowed and thus uses fingerprints of the default size S. If AD i+1 = 0, Bucket i may have free space that is used to store larger fingerprints. In that case, the bucket bit size for bucket i is
That is, if the bucket has not overflowed, we use the Size and Mod values in order to determine the fingerprint size as detailed above.
A. SPACE EFFICIENCY OF THE UNIFIED CONSTRUCTION
TinyTable's bucket expand mechanism mitigates the accuracy loss due to load imbalances as it enforces a minimal fingerprint size. Therefore, the result is more space efficient than either TinySet or TinyTable in isolation. Figure 11 provides evaluations for the three TinyTable configurations we have been using throughout this paper. The label 'TinySet' refers to a TinySet designed to contain on average the same number of items per bucket (40) and requiring the same number of bits as TinyTable. The 'Unified' label refers to the unified construction. Figure 11 (a) explores the α = 1.2 configuration. The benefit from the unified construction is very apparent here, as 20% of the table cells remain empty for performance reasons. Thus, fingerprints can often be extended, yielding improved accuracy and significant space efficiency compared to TinyTable. It is also, by design, more efficient than TinySet, as it has better load balance and the improvement is more significant when the average fingerprint is long. At the end of the range, the unified construction is five times more accurate than TinyTable α = 1.2 and 2.1 times more accurate than TinySet. Figure 11 (b) presents the case for α = 1.1. As can be observed, TinyTable and TinySet achieve the same false positive ratio, while their unified construction is more accurate than each of its ingredients. Compared to TinySet, the effect with α = 1.1 is greater than that of α = 1.2 as for the same amount of space we achieve a slightly larger minimum fingerprint size. At the end of the range, the unified construction with α = 1.1 is 2.2 times more accurate than TinyTable with α = 1.1 and 2.3 times more accurate than TinySet. Figure 11 (c) exhibits the results for α = 1.025. In this case, only 2.5% of the cells are unused. Therefore, the unified construction behaves almost exactly like TinyTable. At the end of the range, it improves accuracy by 28%.
When compared to TinySet, the unified construction has the benefit of bounded worst-case accuracy, as over time the accuracy can only degrade to that of TinyTable with the corresponding alpha parameter. In contrast, in TinySet, accuracy may degrade indefinitely. Table 9 evaluates the benefit of the unified construction regarding space efficiency. Similarly to TinyTable, the unified construction becomes more space efficient as α approaches 1. When α is close to 1, TinyTable is close to being space optimal and there is little that can be improved. Therefore, we see the maximal effect for the least space efficient α = 1.2 configuration.
A more delicate observation is that for the described range, TinySet loses less than a single bit per item due to load variation. This observation implies that augmenting TinySet with load balancing techniques that use multiple choices would not yield a superior space to accuracy tradeoff for these false positive ratios. The reason for that is that as we store items in more than one logical place, we also need to query them in more than one place and thus the false positive ratio increases. Therefore, hypothetically, if we could use the power of two choices to achieve optimal load balance, the increased false positive due to querying for the item in both places would have negated the potential benefit for 1% and 0.1% false positive ratios. Even for 0.01% false positive, we can save at most 0.3 bits per item.
B. FLEXIBILITY
In some application, items are queried during the run as the data structure fills up. In these cases, Bloom filters provide graceful degradation of error, but only to a limited degree, as it is impossible to change the number of hash functions at runtime. TinySet provides superior flexibility as it downsizes fingerprints during runtime. Figure 12 illustrates an experiment of TinyTable with different α values, all configured to contain on average 40 items per bucket. In each subfigure, we compare the results to an unmodified TinySet designed to contain 40 items and to a Bloom filter, both requiring the same amount of space as TinyTable and the unified construction.
Instead of evaluating the false positive at the end of the measurement, we gradually evaluate it as the load increases. In Figure 12(a) , we see the case for α = 1.2. Here, TinyTable's error is larger than that of the competitors across the entire experiment. Since TinyTable uses fixed size fingerprints, the error grows linearly, as during the experiment a query is compared against linearly more fingerprints. TinySet and the unified construction behave significantly better and are almost identical. There is hardly any error in the first part of the experiments as larger fingerprints allow for an exponential reduction of false positive. The error degradation, as well as the eventual error, are even better for TinySet and the unified construction than the ones for the Bloom filter. Figure 12 (b) shows the case for α = 1.1. Although TinyTable is more space efficient than the Bloom filter when the table is full, during the vast majority of the experiment it is much worse. The unified construction and TinySet behave better than the Bloom filter, and as the Table becomes full, we can see that the unified construction breaks away from TinySet. This gap is due to the bucket expand mechanism that prevents the fingerprint size from getting too small due to imbalances. These trends amplify when we look at α = 1.025, as the unified construction breaks away from Tiny-Set earlier in the experiment. Thus, the unified construction is especially useful when the number of arriving items is unknown apriori or during the period where the data structure is filled.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This work introduced TinyTable, which is competitive in terms of space with (plain) Bloom filters but offers a wide array of functionality which includes: set membership with removals, approximate counting, estimating the distribution's entropy, and the number of distinct items in the set. We showed that TinyTable improves the space efficiency of numerous existing algorithms. Specifically, TinyTable extends known indexing techniques with the ability to encode variable length counters efficiently. Variable length counters allow TinyTable to support approximate counting efficiently.
We exposed a method to trade space for update speed which allows for application specific optimizations. That is, when updates are infrequent, we can enjoy near optimal space requirement, and we can slightly increase the space to provide more speed. Queries are very fast regardless of the update speed, making even the slowest TinyTable version useful in some conditions. We further showed that in many situations TinyTables could be efficiently merged without loss of accuracy. We anticipate that such design flexibility implies that many applications can benefit from TinyTable. Therefore, we open sourced TinyTable's implementation to benefit the community.
We also proposed a novel unified construction combining TinyTable and TinySet, for the case of approximate set membership without removals and counting capabilities. We demonstrated superior memory efficiency and accuracy for this specific problem compared to either TinyTable or TinySet in isolation. In spite of these benefits, let us reiterate that in comparison to TinyTable, the unified construction cannot support removals nor counting. Compared to TinySet, the unified construction provides constant time operations only probabilistically whereas in TinySet operations always take O(1) time. Hence, the unified construction is yet another point in the design space of approximate set membership techniques rather than a replacement for either TinyTable or TinySet. 
